






Abaut a third afthe $53,000 upgrade
to' tal came from the $12,500 Garmin GNS
530 with its $4,000 Garmin GDL 69 dat
alink with XM weather. (After this article
was written, Smith installed a Garmin 496
with a weather datalink. It uses a bracket
attached to' the center cantrol calumn.
He alsO' uses the same 496 when he takes

lang trips an his matarcycle.)
Smith began adding improvements to'

his aircraft shortly after he baught it, but
there were nO'big-ticket items until 1999.
After all, he didn't really need to' dO' any
thing to' it. What fallaws is a list af mast
af the improvements, but note these
are late 1990s prices; all prices include
labar. The less expensive improvements
include a Precise Flight standby vacuum
system ($681), a Beryl D'Shannan Avia
tian Specialties air-ail separatar ($396).
GAMljectars fuel injectars ($791). and a
Narthern Airbarne Technalagy intercam
($275). The mare expensive additians
include a B&CSpecialty Products standby
alternator ($3,193), a BFGaadrich WX900
Starmscape ($3,500). an S-Tec ST-180
HS1 slaved campass system with gyro
($8,000), and an S-Tec System Fifty-Five
autO'pilat with directianal gyro, electric
trim, and autO' trim ($15,600).

A key feature naticed during preflight
is the V35's huge cargO' daar, 39 inches
wide and 23 inches in height-big

enaugh to' handle a seriausly aver
laaded suitcase. The main difference in

the cockpit for most pilots is the single,
throw-over yoke. Instructar and former
publisher of Oklahoma Aviator, Earl
Downs, frequently flies the aircraft with
Smith and gave me a briefing on the use
af the yoke and the aircraft panel.

A demanstration flight revealed a well
rigged airplane that continued straight,
hands aff, as originally intended by Biggs.
Rigging is one of the key paints Biggs

Smith calcu lates
his per-hour
operating cost at
$138.96, flying
60 hours per year.

loaks for in aircraft he is repairing. In the
1970s and early 1980s, he bought and
restored Cessnas, but the market soured
and he switched to Bonanzas; today, he
focuses mastly on insurance repair wark
but still affers an occasianal refurbished
aircraft.

The flight showed a 163-knot TAS at
5,500 feet in smooth air, at the owner's
preferred power setting af 23 inches of

manifold pressure and 2,300 rpm. The
aircraft also had the tail wagging cam
mon in turbulence even in the A36

Bonanzas, something that can be cured
with an automatic yaw damper. Stalls
proved that the aircraft is well behaved,
as expected.

Smith had gone to' Biggs before he
knew N276BX was available because he

wanted advice an haw to' buy an airplane.
"I asked him what to avoid and what to'

look far," Smith recalled. I asked Biggs
the same question. The infarmation is
detailed, but keep this on file in case yau
are interested in a Bananza.

"The elevators and ruddervators of

Bonanzas have magnesium skins and
are subject to corrosian," Biggs said.
"Next, you have to watch baits, bearings,
bushings, and hinges in the nose gear, the
nosewheel steering mechanism, and the
cowl flap. They'll wear out about every
400 hours. Also check nose gear doar
retract rods and rod ends for laaseness.

"To stress the impartance af the pre
buy inspection, the aircraft may have had

This photo (below) was taken after this
article was written to show the new
Garmin 530. But now the owner carries a

portable Garmin 496, with the aircraft's
weather datalink.
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A key feature noticed
during preflight is
the huge cargo door,
39 inches wide and
averaging 23 inches
in height-big enough
to handle a seriously
overloaded suitcase.

The interior and exterior paint were new in 1996 when the aircraft
was purchased, following an accident involving a previous owner.

damage and unairworthy repairs. The
facility performing the prebuy inspection
should specialize in Bonanza repairs. Just
because the logbook does not show dam
age, it does not mean the aircraft has not
had damage. Anything less than a com
plete and thorough annual inspection is
not a good prebuy inspection. We have
recently found several Bonanzas with
logbooks showing no damage history, but
the aircraft were found to have damage.
If the price is too good to believe, there is
probably something wrong.

"Youshould also look at the cabin door

hinges and pull the door up and down to
see if there is any slack. In the landing
gear, you'll need to check-or ask your
mechanic to check-the uplock cable
tension, up-clearances, and downlock
tensions," Biggs said. (The landing gear
system is an electric motor using push
pull rods; however, there is an uplock
cable for the left and right main gears).

The key items to look for in any aircraft
purchase, Smith noted, are structure,
engine, interior, panel, and paint.

Here are some interesting histori
cal tidbits about the Bonanza line. The
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1964 S35 interior cabin was lengthened
19 inches compared to previous models.
This resulted in a larger baggage area; the
maximum gross weight was increased
as well that year by 175 pounds to 3,300
pounds; an alternator had replaced the
generator; and the 285-horsepower
Continental 10-520 engine replaced the
260-horsepower 10-470N. The V35, the
one that Smith owns, followed the S35 in
production and had a still higher gross
weight of 3,400 pounds. It was also the
first of the V-series to offer factory turbo
charging, although few were purchased
with that option.

American Bonanza Society Executive
Director Tom Turner offered this addi

tional advice to those thinking of a V-tail
Bonanza. "Cabin ventilation was better
in the 1967and later V-series, as was inte
rior cabin finish and corrosion proofing.
A 28-volt electrical system was added in
1978, making the V35B the penultimate
of the V-tail design series."

There is one airworthiness directive
still active on all V-tail Bonanzas 1951
and after (C35-V35B). That is AD 94-20
04 revision 1 that requires an inspection

every 100 hours to detect stress damage
on aft bulkheads and skins. A similar AD,
2002-21-13, applies to 1947-1950 Bonan
zas. There was controversy in the 1980s
about the in-flight breakup of the tail.
(During testing in 1946, a test pilot was
killed when the V-tail broke away during
a high-speed flight.)

The different ADs result from the
modification in 195I that extended the

leading edge of the fixed stabilator four
inches beyond the forward spar in order
to increase the chord of the stabilators,
enlarging the tail surfaces. (The rudder
vator-you won't find that term in the
pilot's operating handbook, although it
is used in the Beech maintenance man

uals-is the moving part of the tail that
accomplishes rudder and elevator func
tions, while the stabilator is the fixed
portion of the V-shaped stabilizer.) Turner
said it is his opinion that in the 1970s
and 1980s owners began to use their.
aircraft for all-weather transportation.'
Tail breakups occurred in the usual way,
Turner said, when the pilot would enter a
thunderstorm or continue VFRflight into
IFRconditions and lose control, resulting



1966 Beech V35 Bonanza

Purchase price in 1996: $71,500
Current value (including upgrades): $95,000

in a high-speed descent. In most cases,
investigation revealed the ruddervators
were not properly balanced, which aggra
vates vibration and flutter tendencies at

high speed. The result was the same as
with straight-tail Bonanzas or any simi
lar model in those conditions-usually a
fatal accident-but the straight-tail air
craft tended to crash in one piece while
the V-tail Bonanzas broke up in flight,
Turner said. The strut cuff, based on more
than 20 years of experience, appears to
have ended the problem. The strut cuff
is a strengthening bracket added at the
base ofthe ruddervator.

Independent studies in the 1980s
concluded that the V-tail sustained

greater stresses during pitch and yaw
maneuvers, and did indeed have a higher
accident rate than straight-tail models,
and the American Bonanza Society dis
agreed with those findings at the time.
ABSnow acknowledges the accident rate
was higher in V-tails but says that compli
ance with the AD requirements appears
to negate the difference.

The V-tail Bonanza first flew in

December 1945 and started its produc
tion run in 1947 at a price of $7,975.
Production continued for 35 years. What
are the chances you could not only find
one but afford one? Excellent, if the used
aircraft guide TradeA Plane is any indica
tor. There are usually 100 listed, and the
majority are 1964 or newer models.

You may not be able to repeat the luck
of Pat Smith, but you'll have lots of speed
and utility at a reasonable price.

E-mail the author at alton. marsh@aopa .
org.

Specifications
Powerplant .. 285 hp Continental 10-520BA

Recommended TBO 1,700 hr/12 years

Propeller McCauley 3 blade

constant speed 84 in dia

Length 26 ft 5 in

Height , 7 ft 7 in

Wingspan 33 ft 6 in

Wing area 181 sq ft

Wing loading 18.8 Ib/sq ft

Power loading 11.9 Ib/hp
Seats 5

Cabin length 10 ft 1 in
Cabin width 3 ft 6 in

Cabin height .4 ft 2 in

Standard empty weight.. 2,092 Ib

Empty weight, as tested 2,191Ib

Max ramp weight.. 3,412 Ib

Max gross weight 3,400 Ib
Max useful load 1,308 Ib

Max useful load, as tested l,208 Ib

Max payload w/full fuel 864 Ib

Max payload w/full fuel, as tested .. 764 Ib

Maximum takeoff weight 3,400 Ib

Fuel capacity, std .... 80 gal (74 gal usable)

480 Ib (4441b usable)

Baggage capacity 270 Ib, 35 cu ft

Performance

Takeoff distance, ground roll l,OOO ft

Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle ..l,500 ft

Max demonstrated crosswind component ..
....................................................... 17 kt

Rate of climb, sea level l,150 fpm

Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std

fuel (fuel consumption) 8,000 ft

@ 65% power, best economy ... 160 kt/5 hr

(80 pph/13.3 gph)

Service ceiling 17,000 ft

Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle .. 1,350 ft

Landing dis,tance, ground roll 750 ft

Landing and Recommended
Airspeeds

v, (best angle of climb) 77 KIAS

Vy (best rate of climb) 98 KIAS

VA (design maneuvering) 134 KIAS

V" (max flap extended) 123 KIAS

VLE (max gear extended) 154 KIAS

VLO (max gear operating)
Extend 145 KIAS

Retract.. 145 KIAS

VNO (max structural cruising) 167 KIAS

VNE (never exceed) 197 KIAS

VR (rotation) 70 KIAS

VS1 (stall, clean) 64 KIAS

Vso(stall, in landing configuration) 52 KIAS

All specifications are based on manufac

turer's calculations. All performance figures

are based on standard day, standard atmo

sphere, sea level, gross weight conditions
unless otherwise noted.
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